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Abstract

This paper reviews the literature on the synthesis of carbon nanotube- and nanofiber-supported Pt electrocatalysts
for proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell catalyst loading reduction through the improvement of catalyst
utilization and activity, especially focusing on cathode nano-electrocatalyst preparation methods. The features of
each synthetic method were also discussed based on the morphology of the synthesized catalysts. It is clear that
synthesis methods play an important role in catalyst morphology, Pt utilization and catalytic activity. Though some
remarkable progress has been made in nanotube- and nanofiber-supported Pt catalyst preparation techniques, the
real breakthroughs have not yet been made in terms of cost-effectiveness, catalytic activity, durability and chemical/
electrochemical stability. In order to make such electrocatalysts commercially feasible, cost-effective and innovative,
catalyst synthesis methods are needed for Pt loading reduction and performance optimization.

1. Introduction

Proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells have
drawn a great deal of attention in both fundamental
and application in recent years [1]. As the energy
converting devices used in transportation, stationary,
portable and micropower, PEM fuel cells have unique
and favourable advantages over chemical batteries in
terms of high efficiency, high energy density, and zero or
low emission. From the 1960s to the present, great
progress has been made in the research and development
of PEM fuel cells in terms of stack power density
increases and cost reduction [1].
With regard to PEM fuel cell stack power improve-

ment [2], the power density has significantly increased
from �0.1 kW l)1 in 1989 to 2.3 kW l)1 in 2001. With
further development, the power density is expected to
exceed 3000 kW l)1 in 2010 [2]. For stack component
cost reduction, platinum catalyst loading has been
reduced by a factor of more than 100. However, these
improvements are still not enough according to the US
Department of Energy (DOE) reports [3]. The cost of
the current PEM fuel cell stack is estimated to have
dropped from $275 kW)1 in 2002 to $175 kW)1 in 2004
[3]. The targets of the DOE are to achieve less than

$45 kW)1 by 2010 and $30 kW)1 by 2015 in order to be
competitive with gasoline-hybrid engine technologies [3].
In order to reach the DOE cost reduction targets,

among other component cost reductions, the total Pt
catalyst loading in a membrane electrode assembly
(MEA) must be reduced to �0.03 mg cm)2 [3]. For Pt
catalyst reduction, two approaches are currently very
active: exploration of non-noble catalysts, and reduction
of Pt loading [4]. With respect to non-noble catalysts,
there have been no significant breakthroughs in the
areas of materials and technology. Although some
promising approaches and results have been reported
for Pt loading reduction through alloying, nano-particle
supporting tactics, etc., the lifetime of a low Pt loading
fuel cell is still problematic.
In this review paper we are focusing on the approach

of carbon nanotube- and nanofiber-supported Pt cata-
lysts and their synthesis methodological development.
As discussed above, under the strong driving force of
fuel cell cost reduction and performance optimization
towards commercialization, carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
and nanofibers (CNFs), as the novel catalyst supports
for increasing Pt utilization, have, since the 1990s,
drawn a great deal of attention due to their unique
surface structure, high electric conductivity and large
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surface areas. The main purposes for using CNT- and
CNF-supported Pt catalysts are to reduce Pt loading
through increasing the catalyst utilization, and improv-
ing the catalyst activity/performance.
It is generally recognized that one of the big advan-

tages of the PEM fuel cell stack is its fitness in the
automobile industry as the zero-emission power supply.
The number of automobiles in the world is expected to
exceed 1.5 billion in 2020 [5]. At the current level of the
state-of-the-art technology (cathode Pt loading:
0.4 mg cm)2, and anode: 0.05 mg cm)2), the Pt storage
in the earth would be short if each car that is powered by
a 100 kW fuel cell stack needs 100 g Pt [6, 7]. One and
one half billion cars would need 150 000 tons of Pt.
However, the total Pt resources in the world are
estimated to be �28 000 tons [5], which could only
supply �20% of all automobiles. If there are 1.5 billion
automobiles, all powered by a fuel cell stack by 2020, the
Pt loading must be reduced by a factor of 10.
Anothermajor factormay be the Pt catalyst cost, which

could become a barrier towards fuel cell commercializa-
tion. Table 1 shows the breakdown of fuel cell stack costs
based on the power cost of $140 kW)1 [8]. In this
estimation, the noble metal contents in the MEA are Pt/
Ru 0.4/0.2 mg cm)2 for the anode andPt 0.4 mg cm)2 for
the cathode (the total Pt content is 180 g per stack). The
total catalyst layer makes up 50% of the stack cost, in
which the catalyst cost is about 70%. Therefore, without
sharply reducing Pt loading at both the cathode and
anode, it is not likely to realize fuel cell commercialization
[1, 3, 4, 7–9].
It is very difficult to maintain or improve catalyst

layer performance when the catalyst loading is reduced.
In order to achieve that, great effort must be put on Pt
utilization and the enhancement of catalyst activity. The
main focus of this paper will be on cathode oxygen
reduction catalysis. The kinetics of cathode oxygen
reduction on Pt is relatively slow compared to that of
anode hydrogen oxidation. Therefore the large overpo-
tential for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) has
been a major issue in PEM fuel cell performance [10, 11].
As shown in Figure 1, the overpotential for ORR
contributes a major portion (�80%) of the total cell
voltage losses [2, 12, 13]. Reducing the overpotential of

ORR at the cathode is very critical to improvement of
the efficiency of the PEM fuel cell performance. In order
to improve the efficiency of the cathode, the following
methods have been suggested: (1) increasing catalyst
activity towards ORR, (2) increasing the utilization of
Pt within the electrode through the high dispersion of
the catalyst and (3) improving the catalyst layer struc-
ture [6, 14].
Many approaches have been reported for Pt catalytic

activity enhancement towards ORRs in fuel cell appli-
cations [14–18]. In particular, the Pt-transition metal
alloys have attracted much interest due to their
enhanced catalytic activities towards ORR in phospho-
ric acid fuel cell and PEM fuel cell developments. United
Technologies Corporation (UTC) reported the first Pt
alloying research on ORR catalysis for the phosphoric
acid fuel cell in 1980 [15]. Mukerjee et al. [19] reported
Pt alloy catalysts for PEM fuel cells in 1993. In these
reports, the carbon-supported Pt/Cr, Pt/Co and Pt/Ni
alloy catalysts showed a performance gain of 20–30 mV
over Pt at low current density range. From 1995 to 1997,
Johnson Matthey investigated carbon-supported Pt
alloys (Pt/Fe, Pt/Mn, Pt/Ni, Pt/Ti, Pt/Cr and Pt/Cu)
for PEM fuel cells [6, 15], demonstrating that Pt/Ti, Pt/
Mn and Pt/Fe catalysts could enhance fuel cell perfor-
mance by 20–40 mV at a practical current density range.
Tafel slopes of ca. 60 mV dec)1 were found for Pt alloys,
which are similar to that of pure Pt catalysts, suggesting
that the ORR mechanisms may not be changed signif-
icantly. Recently, ternary Pt alloys together with binary
Pt alloys have been developed. Tamizhmani et al.
reported that a carbon-supported Pt/Cr/Cu ternary
alloy showed two times greater activity towards ORR
than pure Pt. The mixture of Pt/Cr/Cu alloy with base
metal oxides such as copper oxide and chromium oxide
could enhance the activity by a factor of 6 compared to

Table 1. Breakdown of fuel cell stack costs (50 kWe net, 500 000

units per year) [8]

Component Cost

% $ $kW)1

MEA

Cathode and anode layer 50 3625 75

Electroyte 20 1310 25

GDL 5 420 5

Bipolar plates 15 1035 20

Gaskets 5 380 10

Other 5 28 5

Total 100 7050 140
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Fig. 1. Overpotential components in PEFCs. Reproduced from [12].
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a pure Pt catalyst [20]. More recently, Toda et al.
employed a sputtering method and successfully prepared
the Pt/Ni, Pt/Co and Pt/Fe alloy catalysts [13].
Although the catalytic activities of these Pt alloys were
not validated in a real fuel cell operating condition, the
claimed increase in maximum activity could be 10, 15,
and 20 times higher than a pure Pt catalyst when the Ni,
Co and Fe contents in the Pt alloy catalysts were ca.
30%, 40% and 50%, respectively.
It is obvious that the approach of Pt alloying with

non-noble transition metals can create some active alloy
catalysts for catalytic activity enhancement towards
ORR. However, there are many concerns about the
long-term stability of these Pt-alloy catalysts due to the
leaching issue of the non-noble metals under the cathode
operating environment. The leaching of non-noble metal
from the Pt-alloy may cause the following problems: (1)
catalytic activity degradation or loss, (2) membrane
proton conductivity degradation by metal ionic con-
tamination, and (3) cathode catalyst layer resistance
increase [6, 14].
Another attempt for MEA Pt loading reduction has

been focusing on improving the utilization of Pt through
increasing the reactive surface area [14, 21]. Pt can be
supported on some high-surface-area, electronically
conductive substrates such as carbon particles to form
supported catalysts. Carbon blacks with a high degree of
graphitic character, i.e., Vulcan XC-72R, Black Pearls
2000, Ketjen Black, etc., have been commonly used as
catalyst supports in the PEM fuel cell MEA preparation
[14, 21]. In this way, some uniformly and highly
dispersed Pt nanoparticles can be obtained and the
reactive surface area of the catalyst can be increased
significantly. Carbon-supported Pt catalysts have been
suggested to be more favourable than that of non-
supported Pt catalysts in catalyst agglomeration pre-
vention under fuel cell operating conditions [21].
In terms of catalyst supporting strategies, the most

active area of research is in carbon nanotube (CNT) and
nanofiber (CNF) supported Pt catalysts for Pt utiliza-
tion improvement. Since the discovery of CNF and
CNT in 1889 and 1991, respectively, they have attracted
great attention throughout the world [22, 23]. A
significant amount of work has been done in the past
decade to investigate the unique structural, mechanical,
electromechanical, and chemical properties of CNT/
CNF [24]. In comparison with the most widely used
Vulcan XC-72R carbon support which has an electronic
conductivity of 4.0 S cm)1 and specific surface area of
237 m2 g)1 [25], CNT and CNF have significantly
higher electronic conductivities of 104 and 103–104

S cm)1, respectively [26, 27] and extremely high specific
surface areas of 200–900 m2 g)1 [27]. Furthermore,
Vulcan XC-72R has a large ratio of micropores which
are smaller than 2 nm, while CNT and CNF have no
micropores smaller than 2 nm [25]. For Vulcan XC-72R
support, the Pt nanoparticles may sink into the microp-
ores, which will reduce the number of three-phase
boundary reactive sites, thus reducing the Pt utilization

[28, 29]. The unique surface structures and excellent
mechanical and thermal properties of CNT/CNF, as
well as their high electric conductivity and surface area
are expected to offer great potential for catalyst supports
[27, 30]. However, since CNT and CNF are relatively
inert, it is necessary to modify the nature and concen-
tration of surface functional groups in order to deposit
Pt particles on their surface [27, 30]. Therefore their pre-
treatment process and Pt deposition methods could
affect the Pt catalyst dispersion and catalytic activity for
fuel cell reactions. Various methods have been reported
on the synthesis of Pt/CNT and Pt/CNF catalysts. The
synthesis methods, which are critical for Pt/CNT and
Pt/CNF catalyst preparation, should play a vital role in
Pt utilization increase.
Although there have been many reviews dealing with

the synthesis of CNT and CNF and their characteristics
as a novel catalyst support in catalyst preparation [24,
27, 30–34], there are few published reviews which have
emphasized the PEM fuel cell application. Thus, this
paper reviews recent works on the synthesis methods of
the Pt electrocatalyst using CNTs and CNFs as supports
with emphasis on the PEM fuel cell catalysis. The
features of reviewed synthesis methods and the electro-
catalytic activities of synthesized Pt/CNT and Pt/CNF
catalysts for PEM fuel cell reactions will also be
discussed based on the morphology of the catalysts.

2. Synthetic methods for Pt/CNT and Pt/CNF

electrocatalysts

In PEM fuel cell catalysis, as discussed above, there are
essentially two types of nanoparticle-supported Pt cat-
alysts, i.e., carbon nanotube-supported Pt catalysts and
nanofiber-supported catalysts. In the following section,
the synthetic methods corresponding to each kind of
supported catalyst will be reviewed separately.

2.1. Pt/carbon nanotube (Pt/CNT) catalysts

From 1991 to the present, the synthesis of carbon
nanotubes, a cutting-edge technique, has been developed
significantly and some great successes have been made
by many scientists in the fields of science and technol-
ogy, especially in the area of nanotechnology [23, 35].
The most successful synthetic method for CNT prepa-
ration is the catalytic decomposition of gas or solid
containing carbons.
Figure 2 shows two types of carbon nanotubes, the

single-wall carbon nanotube (SWNT) and the multi-wall
carbon nanotube (MWNT). The SWNT is a seamless
cylinder enclosed by a single graphene sheet. The tube’s
diameters are normally distributed in a range of 0.4–
3 nm and their length is usually in the order of
micrometers. The SWNTs usually come together to
form some bundles. In a bundle, the SWNTs are
hexagonally arranged to form a crystal-like structure
[35]. The MWNT can be considered as a concentric
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SWNT with an increasing diameter and is coaxially
disposed. The number of walls present can vary from
two (double wall nanotubes) to several tens, so that the
external diameter can reach up to 100 nm. The concen-
tric walls are regularly spaced by 0.34 nm, which is
similar to the intergraphene distance in turbostratic
graphite materials [27].
For the synthesis of CNTs, the most common

techniques are chemical vapour deposition, arc-dis-
charge evaporation, and laser vaporization synthesis
[24, 31]. The synthesis conditions (i.e., temperature,
pressure, carrier gas, etc.), the types of metal catalyst
(i.e., platinum, iron, nickel, cobalt, etc.), and the carbon
sources (i.e., graphite, hydrocarbon, etc.) have shown
great influence on the properties of the resulting CNTs.
For Pt/CNT and Pt/CNF catalyst synthesis, the surface
treatment to the CNT surface to create some functional
groups for Pt particle deposition is a very important step
towards an active fuel cell cathode catalyst. The
following methods will address this issue.

2.1.1. Electroless deposition (conventional
impregnation method)
The electroless deposition method (i.e., the conventional
impregnation method) is the most widely used method
for highly dispersing Pt nanoparticles on the carbon
support in a PEM fuel cell catalyst preparation.
Figure 3 shows the typical preparation procedure of
the electroless deposition method for Pt/CNT catalysts
[25, 36, 37]. It is worthwhile to point out that the as-
produced CNT does not possess a high number of
surface functional groups on its tube surface. Some
defects located on the CNT surface can serve as
anchoring sites for catalyst metals [27, 37–43]. Therefore
the surface activation step to create surface active sites is
essential in order to improve the dispersion of catalyst
metals on the CNT surface. The aromatic conjugate ring
structure of the CNT surface can be modified by an
oxidation process of extremely aggressive reagents
(HNO3 or H2SO4 or a mixture of two), resulting in
some functional groups on the CNT surface such as
hydroxyl (–OH), carboxyl (–COOH) and carbonyl

(–C=O) [37–40]. These surface functional groups
roughly have a site ratio of 4 (–OH):2 (–COOH):1
(–C=O) [41]. These groups are expected to facilitate the
chemical interaction between the anchoring catalyst
metal ions and the modified CNT surface. A typical
example of chemical interaction between anchoring
catalyst metal ions with a CNT functional surface could
be proposed as Equation (1) [42]:

CNT�COOH + MþX� ! CNT�COO�Mþ þHX

ð1Þ

where the carboxylic group on the CNT surface
exchanges a proton with a metal ion (M+).
Yu et al. proposed a mechanism of Pt deposition on

the CNT surface via oxidation of HNO3+ H2SO4 [40].
As shown in Figure 4, when CNTs are refluxed with a
mixture of HNO3 + H2SO4, the CNT graphite surfaces
will react with the oxidants and produce a high density of
various surface functional groups including carboxyl,
carbonyl and phenolic groups. Upon the introduction of
Pt2+ ions into this system, Pt ions will interact with the
surface and attach onto surface functional groups
through an ion exchange or coordination reaction. This
step is used to create some nucleation precursors. Upon
the addition of a reductive agent such as H2, HCHO or
ethylene glycol into the reaction system, the surface Pt2+

could be reduced to well-dispersed Pt metal nanoparti-
cles, resulting in a Pt/CNT catalyst. Usually, prior to the
surface oxidation treatment, the CNTs must be purified
by an ultrasonic treatment or acid treatment in order to
remove the contaminants, and then refluxed by 70%
HNO3 at a temperature range of 120–140 �C over 4 h to
obtain surfaced-oxidized CNTs [25, 29, 37, 39].
Rajalakshmi et al. investigated the effect of surface

oxidation pre-treatment on the Pt decoration [37]. They
prepared three types of MWNT with different oxidation
treatments: (1) non-oxidized MWNT, (2) sonicated
MWNT for wetness, and (3) surface-oxidized MWNTs
using 70% nitric acid. Pt particles were deposited on the
MWNT surfaces through a chemical reduction of
H2PtCl6 by NaBH4. Surface-oxidized MWNTs showed
smaller Pt nanoparticle size (3–5 nm) and more uniform

(a) Single-wall CNT

Armchair Zig-zag type            Helical type

(b) Multi-wall CNT

Armchair Zig-zag type            Helical typeArmchair Zig-zag type            Helical type

Fig. 2. Various types of CNTs [35].
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Pt particle distribution compared with those of non-
oxidized MWNTs. This result further confirms that the
chemical interaction between the functional surface
group of oxidized MWNT and the Pt ion can make a
molecular level distribution of Pt ions over the MWNT
surface and form smaller Pt particle sizes upon reduc-
tion of Pt ion. When the oxidized MWNT-supported Pt
catalysts were used as the cathode catalyst, a cell voltage
of 680 mV at 500 mA cm)2 was obtained at fuel cell
operating conditions, whereas the other two catalysts
gave a lower performance (�40 mV lower). On the other
hand, when Pt ions were reduced by ethylene glycol on
an oxidized MWNT surface, the formed MWNT-
supported Pt catalyst showed larger Pt nanoparticle
size (�12–15 nm) and its corresponding fuel cell perfor-
mance was also lower (�638 mV at 500 mA cm)2) than
the case where Pt ions were reduced by NaBH4.
Liu et al. reported that the surface functionalization

of MWNTs by a two-step sensitization-activation treat-
ment was more effective for high Pt dispersion and
catalytic activity enhancement than conventional sur-
face oxidation treatment [39]. The first step in the two-
step sensitization-activation pre-treatment was to oxi-
dize the raw CNTs by either a 70% HNO3 solution at
140 �C; or a mixture of 98% HNO3 + 70% H2SO4

solution at 140 �C; or a 0.38 M K2Cr2O7 + 4.5 M

H2SO4 solution at 60 �C. In the second step, the
oxidized CNTs were ultrasonicated in a sensitizing

solution (0.1 M SnCl2 + 0.1 M HCl) for 1 h at room
temperature. After filtration, CNTs were activated in
0.0014 M PdCl2 + 0.25 M HCl solution for another
0.5 h by ultrasonic treatment. Finally, the resultant
CNTs were decorated in a Pt electroless plating solution
for Pt particle deposition to produce a Pt/CNT catalyst.
Based on X-ray photoelectron microscopy (XPS), they
found that a high density of surface functional groups
was produced on the CNT surfaces by HNO3, or
K2Cr2O7 + H2SO4 oxidation. The yield of functional-
ized CNTs was about 93% if the oxidation agent was
HNO3, and 91% if the oxidation agent was
K2Cr2O7 + H2SO4. In particular, the Pt/CNT catalyst
with K2Cr2O7 treatment showed smaller Pt nanoparticle
sizes (1–5 nm), although the partial agglomeration of Pt
nanoparticles could be observed in a transmission
electron microscope (TEM) analysis. They also found
that the aging time of the sensitizing solution played an
important role in the two-step process [39]. The aging
effect was examined in the aging time periods of 1, 3, 6,
9, 12, and 15 days. The optimum aging time was
observed to be 3 days for high dispersion of Pt nano-
particles on the sensitized CNT surface.
The fuel cell performances (Figure 5) catalyzed by

three different Pt/CNT cathode catalysts (Pt/non-oxi-
dized CNT, Pt/oxidized CNT, and Pt/(oxidized +
sensitized CNT)) showed that the Pt/(oxidized +
sensitized CNT) catalyst prepared by a two-step process

pH 11-13 by NaOH

Stirring with H2PtCl6 or 
K2PtCl4

Pt salt reduction by
NaBH4, HCHO or
ethylene glycol at 80°C.

Filter with deionized 
water. Dry at 80°C

Surface-oxidization of  CNTs by 70 % 
HNO3 at 110°C-130°C for 4-12 hours

Fig. 3. A typical synthesis process of Pt/CNT catalysts by the electroless deposition method [25, 36, 37].
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gave the best cell performance compared to the other
two catalysts [39]. Liu et al. argued that the improved
performance of a Pt/CNT catalyst produced by the two-
step sensitization activation process might be attributed
to the increased wetting of the CNT surface by the SnCl2
sensitization step, resulting in a more uniform Pt
deposition.
Li et al. compared two synthesis methods using

different reduction agents for Pt deposition on CNTs:
one is the reduction of the Pt ion by a HCHO solution
(HCHO reduction method), and the other is the
reduction of the Pt ion by an ethylene glycol solution
(EG method) [25]. The HCHO method was the same as
described in Figure 3. In the case of the EG method, the
surface-oxidized MWNTs were first suspended in a
stirred ethylene glycol solution. The resulting suspension
was then added with hexachloroplatinic acid and
continuously stirred for 4 h. NaOH was added to adjust
the pH of the solution to above 13. After that, the
solution was then heated at 140 �C for 3 h to ensure that
Pt was completely reduced. The procedure of filtering,
washing and drying were the same as the HCHO
method. Figure 6 shows the micrograph of Pt/MWNT
catalysts by different reduction methods. The HCHO
method could give a Pt particle size distribution range
from 2 to 9 nm with a mean particle size of 3.4 nm,
while the EG method provided a high and homogeneous
dispersion of spherical Pt metal nanoparticles, which are
in the particle size range from 2 to 5 nm with a mean size
of 2.6 nm. This EG method could also give a similar Pt
particle size of 2.2 nm on the Pt/Vulcan XC-72 catalyst
support. Therefore, the EG method is better than the
HCHO method in terms of particle size and distribution
uniformity. In addition, they also found that the
concentration of ethylene glycol can affect the size of
the Pt particles. As shown in Table 2, when pure EG
was used as the reducing agent, the Pt particle size was
2 nm. However as the EG solution was diluted by water,
the Pt particle size became larger. The electrochemical
test at direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) conditions
showed that Pt/MWNT catalysts by EG method could

give a cathode activity of 14.7 mA mg)1 Pt at 700 mV
(vs DHE), which is 2.5 and 6 times larger than those
of Pt/MWNT (HCHO method) and Pt/Vulcan (EG
method), respectively. This comparison might not be
accurate because the mass activity could be largely
affected by Pt particle size [44]. However, it is feasible to
compare the catalytic mass activity of the Pt/MWNT
produced by the EG method with that of Pt/Vulcan,
because both of them have almost the same Pt particle
sizes. The former showed considerably higher ORR
mass activity than the latter. It was interpreted that the
higher ORR mass activity of Pt/MWNT produced by
the EG method might be attributed to the unique
structure and good electrical properties of MWNT,
which could improve the water-oxygen mass transport
within the catalyst layer and reduce the electric resis-
tance of the catalyst layer if compared to a commercially
available Vulcan support. Moreover, an enhanced
interaction between Pt and MWNT might be also
related to a higher mass activity.

2.1.2. Sonochemical technique
The conventional electroless deposition method can
produce highly dispersed Pt nanoparticles with small
particle sizes. The mean particle size is in the range of
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Fig. 4. Scheme of the mechanism of Pt deposition via the oxidation of HNO3 + H2SO4 on the CNT. Reproduced from [40].
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1–10 nm and the Pt content in Pt/CNT catalyst is below
20 wt%. Recently, Xing introduced a sonochemical
technique into the electroless deposition method in
order to increase Pt content in the Pt/CNT catalysts [38].
The main purpose of the sonochemical step is to
improve the oxidation of the CNT surface by strong
nitric and sulphuric acids in order to obtain more
surface functional groups. The typical sonochemical
treatment of CNTs is as follows: the purified CNTs
are added into a mixer-stirred solution of 8.0 M

HNO3 + 8.0 M H2SO4 and sonicated in an ultrasonic
bath at 60 �C for 2 h to disperse the CNTs. This process
could break the big CNT aggregates. After this treat-
ment, CNTs are separated from the acids and washed
with deionized water. Finally, the Pt deposition process
is almost the same as the conventional electroless
deposition method as described in Figure 3.
Figure 7 shows theTEM images of the Pt nanoparticles

supported on sonochemically treated CNTs [38]. It can be
seen that the Pt nanoparticles are highly dispersed on the
surface of CNTs. Such dispersion is much better than
those produced by a conventional electroless deposition
method.Moreover, it was claimed that the Pt content was
increased up to 30 wt% in Pt/CNT catalyst. The obtained
Pt particle sizes were ca. 2.7, 3.57, and 4.46 nm for 10, 20,
and 30 wt% catalysts, respectively. Although the Pt
particle size increased as Pt loading increased, the high
dispersion and narrow particle size distribution range
were observed at high Pt loading. Since the conventional
electroless deposition method cannot break the CNT

aggregates effectively, the nitric acids may not easily get
into the inside of the CNT aggregates during the HNO3

refluxing process. In this case, some CNT surfaces inside
the aggregates may not be oxidized. In sonochemical
process, however, the prolonged and repeated ultrasonic
treatments can disperse CNTsmore effectively during the
refluxing process, and create more uniform surface
functional sites on the CNTs. A 48% higher specific
active surface area of this Pt/CNT catalyst was observed
when compared with a commercially available Pt/Vulcan
catalyst at the same Pt loading. For the comparison of
electrochemical catalytic activity, the former performed
102% better than the latter one. This sonochemcial
technique might be very useful for increasing the CNT
surface functional site and the Pt content in Pt/CNT
catalysts.

2.1.3. Microwave heated polyol process
Recently, a microwave heated polyol process was
employed to synthesize carbon-supported Pt catalysts
for fuel cell catalysis [45–50]. The polyol process
(ethylene glycol mediated reactions) was mainly used
to prepare the colloidal metal particles. In this process, a
polyol (ethylene glycol) solution containing catalyst
metal precursor salts is refluxed at 393–443 K in order
to homogeneously decompose the ethylene glycol and
create an active reducing agent for metal ions [45, 49]. A
metal support could be optionally present to capture the
depositing metal particles in this process. Unlike the
conventional conductive heating strategy used to ther-
mally activate the polyol, which has a heterogeneous
temperature distribution, the fast heating by microwaves
can accelerate the reduction of the metal precursor ions
and the nucleation of the metal particle. In addition, the
homogeneous microwave heating could reduce the
temperature and concentration gradients in the reacting
sample solution, resulting in a more uniform environ-
ment for the nucleation and growth of metal particles
[45, 49]. Therefore, as a rapid, uniform and effective
heating method, microwave heating has become an

Fig. 6. TEM images of (a) Pt/MWNT (reduction by HCHO), (b) Pt/MWNT (reduction by EG), (c) Pt/Vulcan (reduction by EG) [25].

Table 2. Effect of water content in EG solution on the preparation

of Pt/MWNT [25]

Water content (%, volume ratio) Pt particle size (nm)

0 2.0

5 2.5

15 3.2

40 4.0

70 4.5
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attractive alternative approach for synthesis of carbon-
supported Pt catalysts.
Chen et al. prepared Vulcan carbon-supported cata-

lysts with Pt contents of 10, 15, and 20 wt%using a simple
microwave procedure [46]. The Pt particle size obtained
by this method was 3.5–4 nm with a very narrow particle
size distribution. For PtRu/Vulcan catalyst preparation,
Yang et al. also successfully deposited the PtRu on the
Vulcan support with a particle size of 1.5 nm [47]. The
produced PtRu/Vulcan catalysts have a very narrow
particle size distribution (±0.5 nm) and a very high
catalyst metal content (PtRu 60 wt%). More recently,
several research groups have initiated the synthesis of Pt/
CNT or PtRu/CNT catalyst using a microwave heated
polylol process [45, 48–50]. The synthesis procedure for
Pt/CNTcatalysts can be outlined as follows [45]: First, the
mixture solution of H2PtCl6 + ethylene glycol is pre-
pared with the addition of KOH to adjust the pH. Then,
the purified CNTs are added to the mixture while it is
being sonicated. After a period of heating in a microwave
oven, the resulting suspension is then filtered and washed
with acetone anddeionizedwater, anddried at 373 Kover
night in a vacuum oven. Since ethylene glycol has a high
dielectric constant (42.4 at 298 K), the heating process by
microwave irradiation could be very fast. During the
heating, the temperature of such a suspension of ethylene
glycol, Pt salt and CNTs will go up to 170–180 �C. This
heating step can decompose ethylene glycol to generate
reducing species, i.e. CH3CHO which then reduces the Pt
ion to a Pt metallic particle.
Liu et al. employed a microwave heated polyol

process for the synthesis of PEM fuel cell cathode Pt/
CNT catalysts [45, 49]. Some highly dispersed Pt
nanoparticles on CNTs with Pt particle size of
3.6±0.3 nm were obtained. For the Pt/Vulcan catalyst,
on the other hand, the Pt particle size of 3.8±0.3 nm
was obtained by the same method. The Pt particle size
distribution in the Pt/CNT catalyst was narrower than
that of the Pt/Vulcan catalyst. The Pt contents can be

high, up to 19.4 wt% in Pt/CNT and 18.9 wt% in Pt/
Vulcan, respectively under the same synthesis condition.
The slight difference of the Pt content between two
different supports might be due to the different surface
structure between the CNT and Vulcan. The fuel cell
test showed that the Pt/CNT catalyst had greater
catalytic activity towards ORR than the Pt/Vulcan
catalyst although both catalysts had almost the same Pt
particle sizes. In addition, exchange current density for
ORR catalyzed by the Pt/CNT catalyst was 2 times
larger than that catalyzed by Pt/Vulcan catalyst.
Li et al. also investigated the pH effects on the Pt

particle size and uniformity of the Pt/CNT catalyst
prepared by the microwave heated polyol process [50].
In their experiments, the pH of ethylene glycol solution
containing a H2PtCl6 precursor was adjusted by KOH
during the deposition of Pt metal on the CNTs. Based
on the TEM measurement, the higher pH was found to
improve the size, uniformity, and dispersion of Pt
nanoparticles on the CNT surfaces. Table 3 shows the
Pt particle sizes and distribution ranges of Pt/CNT
catalysts prepared at different pH. It can be seen that the
Pt particle size can be reduced by increasing the solution
pH. TEM images showed that at lower pH range
(pH 3.6–5.8), Pt nanoparticles are apparently agglom-
erated and not well dispersed on CNT surfaces. How-
ever, at the pH range of 7.4–9.2, there was less
agglomeration and a more uniform dispersion Pt nano-
particle distribution. Therefore, the solution pH plays
an important role in controlling the Pt particle size and
distribution. The mechanism of the pH effect on the
formation of the Pt nanoparticle in ethylene glycol
solution was suggested as the following [50, 51]:

CH2OHCH2OH! CH3CHOþH2O ð2Þ

2CH3CHOþ ðPtCl6Þ2� þ 6OH�

! 2CH3COO� þ Ptþ 6Cl� þ 4H2O ð3Þ

(a) 10 wt % (b) 20 wt % (c) 30 wt %

Fig. 7. TEM images of Pt nanoparticles deposited on sonochemically treated CNTs [38].
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The resulting acetate in reaction (3) can serve as a
stabilizer for Pt colloids through the formation of chelate-
type complexes via its carboxyl group. At a low pH,
however, a low interactionbetween acetate andPt colloids
can be expected. Consequently, the poor stabilization of
Pt colloids could not protect Pt particles from agglomer-
ation, resulting in larger Pt size and wider particle size
distribution. Table 3 also shows that the Pt active surface
area determined by the electrochemical method becomes
larger with a solution pH increase, which could be
attributed to the decrease in the particle size.

2.1.4. Electrodeposition (potential step deposition
method)
The electrodeposition method used for Pt particle attach-
ment onto the carbon supports has been developed by
many research groups to improve the Pt utilization and
reduce Pt loading [28, 52–56]. Taylor et al. explored this
method and successfully fabricated electrodes with a very
low Pt loading [55, 56]. In their method, the Pt was first
electrodeposited on theNafion coated carbon supports in
a plating bath. In this way, the Pt ions could diffuse
through the surface of the Nafion coating into the carbon
support surface to form Pt particles. Smaller Pt particles
with diameters of less than 4–5 nm can be deposited on
the carbon surface to form a Pt/Carbon catalyst [57]. It
was suggested that the ionic path channels inside the
Nafion coating could serve as the diffusion path for Pt
ions. The Pt particle size of 2–3.5 nm at a Pt loading of
less than 0.05 mg cm)2 was also obtained. Electrochem-
ical tests showed that a 10-fold increase in mass activity
forORRwas achieved in comparisonwith a conventional
electrode catalyzed by an E-TEK catalyst. This result
could be attributed to the increase in Pt utilization.
However, this approach is strongly limited by the
diffusion of Pt ions through a Nafion ionic channel. In
order to overcome this limitation, Antoine et al. first
impregnated carbon support with H2PtCl6, then coated
the carbon support with Nafion [54]. In this way, the Pt
ions do not need to diffuse across the recast Nafion layer
from the external aqueous electrolyte to the carbon
support surface, because they are already present on the
carbon support surface. A Pt content over 20 wt% in the
Pt/C catalyst was achieved with a narrow Pt particle size
distribution, i.e., about 2–4 nm. It was expected that this
method could increase the Pt content up to 40 wt% with
the same Pt particle size distribution.

Several groups have reported the synthesis of Pt/CNT
catalysts by this electrodeposition method [58–60]. Wang
et al. successfully employed this method to prepare Pt/
MWNT catalysts [58]. In their work, the MWNT was
directly fabricated on the carbon paper through a
chemical vapour deposition process (CVD). An electro-
deposited Co catalyst on the carbon paper was employed
for MWNT growth. The main function of the Co
catalyst was to improve the electrical contact between the
MWNTs and the carbon paper. Following the growth of
MWNTs on carbon paper, Pt was then electrodeposited
on the MWNTs by an electrochemical method in
H2SO4 + H2PtCl6 solution. The deposition potential
used was 0 V (vs SCE) and the loading of Pt could be
controlled by the totally passed charge. Although the
deposition process was successful with a Pt loading of
0.2 mg cm)2 on the MWNT surface, the average diam-
eter of the Pt particle was too large, i.e. �25 nm
compared to the commercially available Pt/C catalyst.
The fuel cell performance catalyzed by a synthesized Pt/
MWNT catalyst was also lower than that catalyzed by
conventional catalyst at a comparable Pt loading.
Guo et al. employed a three-step process including the

electrodeposition method to prepare SWNT-supported
Pt catalysts for methanol oxidation [60]. As shown in
Figure 8, the first step is to create the surface functional
groups. The MWNT paste, which was mixed with
mineral oil and packed into a cavity of Teflon tubing
was electrochemically activated by potential cycling at a
potential scan rate of 200 mV s)1 from +1.8 to )0.4 V
(vs SCE) in 0.5 M Na2SO4 for 10 min. Such an electro-
chemical activation treatment could produce various
oxide functional groups such as carbonyl, carboxylate
and hydroxide at the defect sites such as the tube ends
and/or the sidewalls of SWNTs. The second step is to
form surface octahedral Pt(IV) complexes which are
used as the precursors. This step was carried out in a
2.5 mM K2PtCl4 + 0.1 M K2SO4 aqueous solution by
potential cycling from +0.3 to +1.3 V (vs SCE). The
lower limit of the potential scan was restricted to
+0.3 V in order to prevent the electrodeposition of
Pt(IV). The oxygen atom of the functional groups, such
as carboxylate, can serve as one of the two axial ligands
when the planar complex of Pt(II) is oxidized to form
the octahedral complex of Pt(IV). In the final step, the
octahedral complexes of Pt(IV) on the SWNT surfaces
are electrochemically reduced to Pt metal through
potential cycling from +1.6 to )2.5 V (vs SCE) in a
0.1 M H2SO4 solution. The Pt/MWNT catalysts ob-
tained by this three-step process have a Pt nanoparticle
size of 4–6 nm. The TEM images for this Pt/SWNT
catalyst showed the partial aggregation of Pt nanopar-
ticles on the thicker bundles rather than on the thinner
bundles or individual tube. Such an aggregation of Pt
nanoparticles could be understood based on the assump-
tion that the number of carboxylic acid groups on the
thicker bundles was greater than on the thinner bundles.

Table 3. Pt particle size and active specific surface area for Pt/CNT

prepared from the synthesis solution with a different pH [50]

Solution pH Average

Pt size (nm)

Pt particle size

distribution range (nm)

Active surface

area (m2 g)1)

3.6 5.8 1–10 50.4

5.8 5.2 1–10 56.4

7.4 3.4 1–5.5 80.8

9.2 2.7 1–5 96.4
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2.1.5. Sputter-deposition technique
A sputtering-deposition method was recently explored
to prepare the PEM fuel cell cathode catalysts, aiming at
Pt loading reduction and Pt utilization improvement [61,
62]. Mukerjee et al. investigated the oxygen reduction
kinetic parameters on a 0.4 mg cm)2 Pt loaded electrode
on top of which a sputter-deposited Pt film was formed
with a load of 0.05 mg cm)2 [61]. The Pt sputtered
electrode showed an active surface that was 2 times
larger and a current density at 0.9 V (vs RHE) that was 4
times larger than that of Pt unsputtered electrode.
Hirano et al. prepared a low Pt loading catalyst layer
(0.1 mg cm)2) on an uncatalyzed E-TEK electrode using
the sputter-deposition technique [62]. The thickness of
the sputtered catalyst layer could be decreased to about
1 lm. When compared to a 32 lm E-TEK electrode
with a Pt loading of 0.4 mg cm)2, this sputtered
electrode showed slightly lower cathode potential and
exchange current density at a low current density region
than that of the E-TEK electrode. This could be
attributed to the lower active surface areas. However,
at a high current density region, the sputtered electrode
could give a higher ORR potential than that of E-TEK
electrode, which could be due to the low mass transport
overpotential. Based on their results, the sputter-depo-
sition technique was proposed as a novel electrode
synthesis method for a low Pt loading cathode.
More recently, the sputter-deposition technique has

been further employed to prepare a CNT-supported Pt
catalyst by several research groups. In the efforts of
Chen’s group [63], the CNTs were first fabricated on the
carbon cloth on which the Pt particles were then
sputtered. They used a bias-assisted microwave plasma
enhanced CVD method to prepare CNTs, which is a
slightly different process than that employed by Sun
et al. [43] and Wang et al. [58]. An Fe catalyst and a
CH4 + H2 gas mixture were used for the direct fabri-
cation of CNTs on the carbon cloth at 300 W micro-
wave power and 10 Torr of working pressure. In the
process, the length of CNTs could be increased with the

increase of negative bias voltage. A bias voltage of
)100 V was found to be an optimum condition for Pt
sputtering deposition. The employed sputtering current
and time were 10 mA and 30 s, respectively. For
comparison, the electroless deposition method was also
used to deposit Pt particles on the same CNTs. TEM
results showed that the sputtering method could gener-
ate highly uniformed Pt nanoparticles on CNTs com-
pared to that produced by the electroless deposition
method. The Pt particle sizes deposited by the sputtering
method were in the range below 2 nm, while those
deposited by electroless method produced a particle size
range of 2–5 nm on the same CNTs. Sun et al. [64] tried
to deposit Pt nanoparticles on nitrogen-containing
CNTs (CNx NTs) for lDMFC application. The
CNx NTs were grown on Si substrate through micro-
wave-plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition
(MPECVD) using CH4, N2 and H2 gases. For Pt
deposition, a DC sputtering technique was employed.
Some well-separated Pt nanoparticles were formed with
an average diameter of 2 nm on CNx NTs. Cyclic
voltammogram showed that Pt/CNx NTs catalyst had
electrochemical activity towards methanol oxidation.
Their results suggest that the sputter-deposition tech-

nique is a better way to deposit small and uniform Pt
nanoparticles. This method can also generate a thinner
catalyst layer that could give a higher fuel cell cathode
performance and, at the same time, reduce the Pt
loading considerably. However, with respect to the
electrode mass production, the sputter-deposition tech-
nique may face some technical challenges.

2.1.6. c-Irradiation technique
It is well known that the colloidal noble metal nano-
particles can be prepared by c-irradiation-induced
reduction of noble metal ions without the addition of
a chemical reduction agent. Metal ions can be reduced
by some reducing species in situ generated in the
radiolysis of aqueous solvents. Oh et al. prepared
CNT-supported Ag, Pd and Pt–Ru catalysts using this
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Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the three-step electrochemical synthesis of Pt nanoparticles on CNTs. Reproduced from [60].
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c-irradiation technique [65]. For example, the procedure
to prepare a Pt–Ru/CNT catalyst is as follows: H2PtCl6
and RuCl3 were first dissolved in water + 2-propanol
solution containing CNTs. The solution was bubbled
with nitrogen for 30 min to remove the dissolved
oxygen, and was then irradiated by c-ray from a Co-
60 source under atmospheric pressure and ambient
temperature. A total irradiation dose of 30 kGy was
used for this process. The c-irradiation can generate the
functional groups on the CNT surface, such as hydroxyl
and carboxyl groups. The dispersion of noble metal
particles on the modified CNT surface might be facil-
itated by c-irradiation treatment. Although the noble
metal particles could be dispersed on CNTs successfully,
the TEM images showed that the Pt-Ru alloy particle
size was little bit too large (�15 nm) and their partial
aggregation was also observed.

2.1.7. Self-regulated reduction of surfactants
Lee et al. reported a novel and simple preparation
method, namely the self-regulated reduction of surfac-
tant method, for Pt/CNT and Pt/CNF catalyst synthesis
[66]. They deposited the Pt nanoparticles on the side-
walls of sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) micelle func-
tionalized onto CNTs or CNFs. SDS was used to
modify the surface structures of CNTs or CNFs, and act
both as the reducing and protective agents for the
deposition of Pt metal. In this way, the external reducing
agent is no longer needed [66, 67]. The typical synthesis
process for a Pt/CNT catalyst is as follows: CNTs are
first capped with SDS micelle and dispersed in a SDS
aqueous solution by a sonicator agitating for �4 h.
After this sonication process, the resultant SDS aqueous
solution containing dispersed CNTs is immediately
refluxed in an oil bath at �130 �C for �7 h. During
the refluxing process, some of the SDS amphiphiles in
the CNT/SDS solution could release 1-dodecanol, which
serves as a reducing agent for metal deposition at the
refluxing temperature. For the deposition of Pt metal,
H2PtCl6 was added into the CNT/SDS solution, and
was slowly reduced to Pt metal by 1-dodecanol in the
micellar core, forming Pt nanoparticles. TEM results
confirmed that the Pt particle size deposited on the
CNTs and CNFs was very small (1.6–1.87 nm) with a
very narrow particle size distribution range of 1–3 nm.
It was explanted that the 1-dodecanol, which is released
from CNT/SDS solution, reduces the Pt(IV) to Pt(0)
and itself will be oxidized into a lipid acid. This lipid
acid could alter the SDS-modified CNT framework via
the adhesion of carboxylic heads onto the CNT surface.
In addition, the co-adsorption of 1-dodecanol and
uncapped lipid acid on the Pt particle surface can
further undergo esterification, resulting in the link
between the Pt nanoparticle and CNT inside a modified
SDS template. Consequently the stable Pt/CNT nano-
composite will be produced. The uniform dispersion of
Pt particles on the CNTs was found to be strongly
dependent on the type of CNT. MWNT or CNF with
more defect and roughness surfaces can give more

uniform Pt distribution than SWNT. An advantage of
this method over conventional surface oxidation treat-
ment method is that it can simply prepare the Pt/CNT
or Pt/CNF catalysts without the destruction of carbon
nanomaterial surface structures.

2.1.8. Colloid method
Yoshitake et al. reported the colloid method for the
synthesis of Pt/CNT catalysts in their PEM fuel cell
cathode preparation using single-wall carbon nanohorns
(SWNH) as the support [68]. The SWHN is a new type
of carbon nanotube with a horn-shaped sheath of single-
wall graphene sheets. Figure 9(a) shows the structure of
a SWNH. The SWNHs were prepared using CO2 laser
ablation. The Pt catalyst was supported on the SWNHs
by colloidal method. In the preparation, NaHSO3 and
H2O2 were added into a H2PtCl6 solution to form Pt
oxide colloids. Then the SWNH powder was added into
the Pt oxide colloid solution where the Pt oxide colloid
was adsorbed on the SWNH surface. After eliminating
Cl, Na and S ions, the samples were dried and reduced
by H2 gas. The produced Pt/SWNH catalyst showed
very homogeneous dispersion of Pt nanoparticles with
an average size of 2 nm, as shown in Figure 9(b). The
loading of Pt nanoparticle dispersion on the surface of
SWNH was less than half of that supported on the
conventional carbon black (Vulcan). Based on that,
NEC corporation announced a micro fuel cell system
with a Pt/SWNH catalyst in 2001 [69]. The PEM fuel
cell catalyzed by Pt/SWNH catalysts showed a 20%
higher performance than that catalyzed by conventional
Pt/C catalysts. The improvement of the fuel cell perfor-
mance may be attributed to the homogenously dispersed
small-sized Pt particle on the SWNH.

2.2. Pt/carbon nanofiber (Pt/CNF) catalysts

Recently, the unique properties of carbon nanofibers
(CNF) have drawn great interest in a number of
applications such as energy storage, catalyst supports,
etc. [70]. Carbon nanofibers (carbon filaments or fila-
mentous carbon) were first reported by Hughes and
Cambers in 1889 [22]. The CNFs can be grown by
catalytic decomposition of certain hydrocarbons over
some small metal particles such as iron, cobalt, nickel
and their alloys [30, 34]. The diameter of the CNF can
be controlled by the size of the catalyst nanoparticles.
The usual diameters of CNF are 2–100 nm and lengths
are in the range of 5–100 lm. As shown in Figure 10,
three types of CNF are well known: fishbone, deck of
cards, and parallel. The fishbone (herringbone) type
CNF has graphene layers with an angle of 45� to the
growth axis. The deck of cards (platelet) type CNF has
graphene layers perpendicular to the growth axis. The
parallel (tubular) type CNF has graphene layers parallel
to the growth axis with multi-wall assembly [34, 71, 72].
Conventional carbon supports, i.e. carbon blacks

predominantly have basal graphite planes on their
surface. The interaction of such a surface with Pt
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particles is very weak. However, the CNF’s unique
surface structure, namely the regular arrangement of
graphite planes with their edges exposed to the outer
surface of the fibers, could serve favourable sites for the
stabilization of small Pt particles. In addition, the
regular arrangement of such sites can provide more
uniform distribution of Pt particles on the their surfaces
[72].
In the 1970s, Koyama synthesized vapour grown

carbon fibers (VGCF) through a process of hydrocar-
bon gas pyrolysis in the presence of hydrogen at a
temperature range of 950–1200 �C [73]. The hydrocar-
bon gases employed were benzene and methane. CNF,
which has excellent mechanical, electrical and thermal
properties, should be suitable for catalyst support in
PEM fuel cell catalysis.

2.2.1. In situ colloidal process
Sasaki et al. explored the vapour grown carbon fibers
(VGCFs) for electrode filler and catalyst supports in
their PEM fuel cell catalysis study [74, 75]. Figure 11
shows the effect of cathode catalyst VGCF content on
cell performance. The cathode with the lowest Pt
loading (0.44 mg cm)2) and the high VGCF content
(25%) shows the best cell performance. In this way, the

Pt loading could reduce 15%, and the corresponding cell
performance could be improved especially at the high
current density range. The improvement can be attrib-
uted to the improved electronic conductivity and Pt
utilization if the catalyst is mixed with VGCF which has
high electronic conductivity. The improvement at high
current density range clearly indicates that the mass
transfer process in the catalyst layer can also be
improved with the addition of VGCF in the catalyst.
The mixtures of VGCF and carbon black (Vulcan
XC72) were also explored as the catalyst supports. The
Pt/(VGCFs + Vulcan) catalysts prepared via the con-
ventional impregnation technique showed an optimum
cell performance at around 10–25% VGCF content.
Three types of CNFs, i.e., platelet, herringbone and

tubular were employed as catalyst supports for Pt
nanoparticle deposition using an in situ colloidal process
in which H2PtCl6, NaH2O3, and H2O2 were used as
deposition reagents [75, 76]. Table 4 shows the crystal-
lite size of Pt nanoparticles on various carbon supports,
synthesized via an in situ colloidal impregnation process.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis revealed that the
morphologies of Pt nanoparticles deposited on different
CNFs were strongly dependent on the type of CNF. In
the case of the tubular type, Pt particles were deposited

Fig. 9. TEM images of SWNHs nanostructure (a) and Pt/SWNH catalyst (b) [35, 68].
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Fig. 10. Schematic representation of three types of CNFs. Reproduced from [34, 71, 72].
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locally and agglomerated at the edges of CNFs. For the
herringbone type, although the dispersion of Pt particles
was better than that of tubular type, local aggregation of
Pt particles could be observed. The platelet type gives
the best results in terms of small Pt nanoparticle size,
uniform dispersion, and less local agglomeration. The
favourable order of Pt dispersion was platelet>her-
ringbone> tubular. On the other hand, kinetic current
density per real surface area, Jk, for ORR obtained from
the rotating disk electrode (RDE) method gave the
following order: herringbone>platelet> tubular.

2.2.2. Physical surface pre-treatment technique
Ota’s group developed a novel physical surface pre-
treatment method in order to increase the anchoring
sites of a synthesized VGCF surface [77]. The VGCFs
were physically ground using a high-speed grinder for 0,
5, 10, and 20 min before depositing the Pt metal. This
treatment could physically increase the surface defects of
VGCFs. Figure 12 shows the TEM photographs of Pt/
VGCF catalysts with and without the physical surface
treatment. On the physically pre-treated VGCFs,
smaller and more homogeneous Pt nanoparticles com-
pared to that of untreated VGCF were generated
because the grinding process can produce many more
surface defects which then serve as anchoring sites for Pt
nanoparticles. The longer the grinding time, and the
smaller the Pt particle size, the better is the resulting
dispersion. The electrochemical measurements showed
that ORR catalytic activities such as specific and mass
activities of Pt/VGCF catalysts were strongly dependent
on the length of time of the physical pre-treatment. For
example, the specific activity was decreased with the
increase of grinding time, which is understandable based

on the effect on the size of Pt particles [44]. In the case of
mass activity, maximum activity was observed at 5–
10 min grinding time.
The physical surface pre-treatment technique for high

Pt dispersion might be a more useful method to generate
Pt anchoring sites on the inert surface of VGCFs
compared to the chemical nitric acid treatments.

2.2.3. In situ polymerization of acryclonitrile
Zhang et al. introduced a synthesis method for Pt/CNF
catalyst preparation [78] called in situ polymerization of
acryclonitrile, in which the acryclonitrile is polymerized
in a porous anodic aluminium oxide (AAO) membrane
template. Figure 13 shows the synthesis procedure. For
steps (a) to (b), the hexagonally packed porous AAO
membrane is first fabricated by a two-step anodization
using 0.3 M oxalic acid aqueous solution at 40 V and
50 �C. This step process forms pores in AAOmembrane.
Then, the pores are widened by a chemical etching in 5%
phosphorous acid at 30 �C. From steps (b) to (c), the
AAO templates are immersed in a distilled acrylonitrile
monomer (CH3CH2CN) containing 0.1 wt% 2,2¢-azo-bis-
isobutyronitrile (AIBN) and 1 wt% Pt(II) acetylacetonate
[Pt(acac)2]. Steps (c) to (d) is the polymerization process.
The polymerization and cyclization are carried out at 50
and 220 �C, respectively in the AAO templates for 10 h.
Steps (d) to (e) remove the residual Al substrate in a
solution containing 0.1 M CuCl2 and HCl. The polyac-
rylonitrile (PAN) nanofibers in AAO membrane were
further pyrolyzed at 700 �C under high vacuum for 6 h in
steps (e)–(f). Finally, from steps (f)–(g), the AAO
template was removed by dissolution in a 6 M NaOH
aqueous solution. The formed Pt/CNF catalyst was then
dried in liquid CO2 to reduce the aggregation of
nanofibers. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
analysis confirmed that more than 90% of the Pt(II)
acetylacetonate was reduced to Pt metal during pyrolysis
of the PAN nanofibers.
In this way, the deposited Pt nanoparticles had an

average size of 2.2 nm with a distribution range of 1–
4 nm. The synthesized Pt/CNF catalyst showed a 0.94 V
(vs Ag/AgCl) onset potential for ORR, and higher
catalytic activity compared to that of Pt/C catalyst
synthesized by a bulk polymer pyrolysis method without
an AAO template.
Finally, CNT and/or CNF-supported Pt electrocata-

lyst synthesis methods mentioned above are summarized
in Table 5.

3. Conclusions

CNT and/or CNF, which have unique structures and
excellent mechanical, thermal and electric properties
have been explored as novel catalyst supports in efforts
to reduce the catalyst layer Pt loading through increasing
Pt utilization. Since the 1990s, there have been many
pioneering works that focused on the synthesis of Pt/CNT
and/or Pt/CNF catalysts for PEM fuel cell catalysis.
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Fig. 11. I–V characteristics of fuel cell with cathode containing

different amounts of VGCFs. Reproduced from [74].

Table 4. Crystallite size of Pt nanoparticles on various CNFs [75]

Carbon supports Pt particle size (nm)

Vulcan XC-72R 3.4

CNF-platelet 3.3

CNF-herring 3.9

CNF-tubular 3.6

VGCF 5.6
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These works have revealed that the morphology and
catalytic activity of Pt/CNT and Pt/CNF catalysts are
strongly affected by their synthesis methods.
For the synthesis of CNT-supported Pt catalysts,

several catalyst synthesis methods such as electroless
deposition, sonochemcial technique, microwave heated
polyol process, electrodeposition, sputter-deposition
technique, c-irradiation technique, self-regulated reduc-
tion technique of surfactants, and the colloid method
are reviewed in this paper. In particular, due to the inert
property of the CNT surface, the surface oxidation
treatment in HNO3 or HNO3 + H2SO4 to obtain the
surface functional groups such as hydroxyl, carboxyl
and carbonyl is necessary for effective deposition of Pt
nanoparticles on the CNT surfaces. The created func-
tional groups, which have a strong effect on the

formation of the favourable morphology of catalysts,
can serve as the anchoring sites for Pt ions. Rajalakshmi
et al. [37] confirmed that the Pt/CNT with a smaller Pt
particle size and more uniform particle distribution has
higher ORR activity compared to that catalyzed by a
non-oxidized CNT-supported Pt catalyst. Liu et al. [39]
concluded that the functionalization of CNTs by a two-
step sensitization-activation treatment was more effec-
tive than a conventional surface oxidation treatment for
Pt dispersion and ORR activity. The sonochemical
technique can also provide an effective way of allowing
for CNT surface functional site increases during the
oxidation treatment in acidic solution [38]. This tech-
nique could increase the Pt content up to 30 wt% in the
Pt/CNT catalyst through increasing the surface func-
tional groups. A c-irradiation technique was also
employed to create surface functional groups on CNTs
without surface oxidation treatment and the addition of
a chemical reduction agent [65]. The average Pt particle
size of 1.6–1.87 nm with a narrow particle size distribu-
tion of 1–3 nm was obtained by this technique. The
preparation of Pt/CNT catalysts via self-regulated
reduction of surfactants could be another useful method
to deposit Pt particles on the CNTs without acid
treatment-induced destruction of CNT surfaces [66].
Finally the sputter-deposition technique can provide low
Pt loading and thinner catalyst layer [63].
Compared to the research of Pt/CNT catalysts, Pt/

CNF catalysts seem to be less attractive, although
several promising results have been reported in PEM
fuel cell cathode catalysis. Sasaki et al. [75] found that
the platelet type CNFs could provide smaller and more
homogeneous Pt particles compared to other types of
CNFs such as the herringbone and tubular. When CNF
was used as the electrode filler, a 25% CNF filler
contained cathode catalyst layer showed better fuel cell
performance. This method can also be used to reduce Pt
loading [74]. The physical surface treatment to VGCFs
using a grinder by Ota’s group can increase the Pt ion
anchoring sites on VGCFs surface [77]. In this way, the
highly dispersed Pt nanoparticles were obtained and the
ORR catalytic activity improved considerably.

Fig. 12. TEM images of Pt nanoparticles on VGCFs treated on 0 min (a) and 10 min (b) [77].

Fig. 13. A schematic diagram of the fabrication of Pt/CNF catalyst

using in situ polymerization of acrylonitrile. Reproduced from [78].
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As a practical application of a carbon nanotube-
supported catalyst in a fuel cell system, NEC corpora-
tion announced a microfuel cell catalyzed by a carbon
nanohorn-supported Pt catalyst (Pt/CNH) in 2001 [69].
It was claimed that the micro fuel cell system, catalyzed
by Pt/CNH, could improve 20% of cell performance
compared to that catalyzed by a conventional Pt/C
catalyst. Such a practical application of CNT suggests
that CNT and/or CNF have great potential to reduce
catalyst layer Pt loading through their unique ways of Pt
utilization improvement.
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